
Lots 301 - 310 

Lot #301: GEORGE III BONE-HANDLED SILVER TODDY SPOON 
Marks for I.M., London, 1788; the spiral twist silver-tipped handle with 
repoussé bowl centering a star-enclosed medallion of George II; 12 1/4 
in. long.
Estimate: $ 400.00- $ 600.00

 

Lot #302: GEORGE III SILVER ENTREE DISH AND COVER ON 
SILVER-PLATED STAND 
Marks rubbed, London, 1794, the oval pan with everted reeded rim, the 
dome cover with loop handle, the stand centered by a silver lamp marked 
T.C., London, 1784, with bird and branch armorial; 7 3/4 x 12 in.
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00

 

Lot #303: GEORGE III SILVER OVAL TEAPOT 
Marks for Peter and Ann Bateman, London, 1796: the dipped reeded rim 
above later repoussé fluting and scrollwork centering script monogram, 
the reverse with 2 chinoiserie figures in a garden, wood handle; 6 7/8 x 
11 in. (over handle).
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

Lot #304: GEORGE II ARMORIAL SILVER WAITER AND GEORGE III 
SILVER TABLE BELL 
The tripod waiter with marks for Robert Abernathy, London, 1741, with 
rearing lion armorial and shell and scalloped rim, the bell with marks for 
Peter and William Bateman, London, 1814, with script monogram and 
baluster handle; together with 2 George III creamers; 1 1/8 to 4 1/2 in. 
tall and 5 to 81/2 in. wide.
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

 

Lot #305: IRISH GEORGE III ARMORIAL SILVER TWO-HANDLED 
CUP AND COVER 
Marks for Robert Holmes, otherwise unmarked; the belted bowl with 
double scroll handles and dome foot, the cover with top finial above 
scalloped panel; 7 1/4 x 8 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00
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Lot #306: PAIR OF IRISH GEORGE III ARMORIAL SILVER TWO-
HANDLED CUPS 
Marked R W, hibernia and harp crowned: each with everted lip, belted 
bowl with engraved pendant shell armorial, double scroll handles and 
dome foot. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

 

Lot #307: GEORGE III SILVER INKSTAND 
Marks for Henry Chawner, London, 1795; the shallow bowl with reeded 
rim, 3 silver-rimmed glass bowls and paneled feet; 3 7/8 x 9 1/2 in.
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 1000.00

 

Lot #308: VICTORIAN SILVER THREE-PIECE ASSEMBLED 
ARMORIAL TEA SET 
Marks for W.M., London 1840 and 1841; the squat spherical bowls, 
repoussé and chased with flowers and foliage centering a rearing lion on 
the pot and seated whippet on creamer and sugar bowl, the lid of bowl of 
later date; approx. 34.05 oz.
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #309: VICTORIAN SILVER CALLING CARD CASE, CONTINENTAL 
BOX AND SILVER-PLATED PUNCH LADLE 
The case centered by a triple-domed edifice, the oval box (800 standard) 
repoussé with 17th c. figures, the ladle marked Gorham, Pat. 87; 3 to 13 
in. long.
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 450.00

Lot #310: SILVER COW-FORM CREAMER WITH RUBY GLASS EYES 
4 1/2 x 6 1/2 in., approx. 6 oz.
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00
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Lots 311 - 320 

Lot #311: FRENCH SILVER FACE CUP AND FIVE OTHER ARTICLES 
Modeled as a classical head; together with an 8 3/4 in. oval repoussé 
footed dish (800 standard), 10 1/4 in. two-handled monogrammed tray, 
retailed by Tiffany & Co., Paris, 2 urn-form plated oil lamps and an 
Italian plated and agate stemmed dish.
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #312: GROUP OF EIGHT ENGLISH SILVER TABLE ARTICLES 
Comprising a monogrammed coffee pot (10 in.), a teapot on warming 
stand (7 1/4 in.), a monogrammed Peter Quille 2-handled dish, (6 3/4 
in.), a monogrammed Peter Quille Mug (3 1/2 in.), and a 3-piece 
Victorian individual morning tea set with spiral reeded bowls. Approx. 77 
oz.
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 900.00

 

Lot #313: SCOTTISH REGENCY SILVER LADLE AND ANOTHER 
SILVER LADLE 
Marks for WC, Edinburgh, 1819, in the Fiddle pattern engraved with "B," 
the other Crichton, London, 1916, with trifoil terminal and script 
monogram.
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 350.00

Lot #314: GROUP OF MISCELLANEOUS FLATWARE 
Comprising 20 teaspoons and 6 lunch forks by Ball, Black & Co., 11 fish 
knives by Gorham, patented 1873 and a single knife.
Estimate: $ 125.00 - $ 175.00

 

Lot #315: ENGLISH SILVER THREE-PIECE INDIVIDUAL TEA SET 
Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Company, Ltd., London, 1898, of squat, 
spherical footed form; together with a Birmingham, 1895 silver repoussé 
box and a silver-plated chamfered pin cushion holder.
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

 

Lot #316: ENGLISH SILVER-HANDLED TORTOISESHELL PAGE 
CUTTER AND A CARVED IVORY CUTTER 
The first with marks for London, 1902, the handle cast at both sides 
with identical scene of an 18th c. couple in a garden, the ivory inscribed 
Mildred 1903 and carved with a hawk atop a song bird; 16 and 17 in. 
long.
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 400.00
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Lot #317: ENGLISH SILVER QUADRUPLE-FOOTED TRAY AND 
THREE OTHER ARTICLES 
Marks for W.C., London, 1912; the square serpentine rim enclosing 
double script monogram rondel, together with a Crichton & Co. Ltd., 
New York, scalloped rim footed bowl, a Tuttle Dublin pattern shallow 
dish and an engraved Tiffany & Co. bud vase; approx. 76 oz. total. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

 

Lot #318: ENGLISH SILVER EGG TIMER 
Marks for R. C., London, 1927; the handle centering a pivoting minute 
glass, the ring base with 4 ring guards; 10 1/4 in. tall.
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

Lot #319: ENGLISH ASSEMBLED ARMORIAL SILVER THREE-PIECE 
PART TEA SERVICE 
Marks for Crichton Bros, London, 1923, and P.G., London, 1936 and 
1937: comprising a pot on warming stand, a teapot and a footed waste 
bowl, each pot and the stand with wood handle, armorial of winged 
crown heart within scroll work, spout of teapot with hinged flap; 2 3/4 
in. to 9 3/4 in. tall, 5 3/4 in. to 9 1/2 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

Lot #320: PAIR OF ENGLISH SILVER SALVERS 
Marks for C & M, London, 1939 and 1940: each piecrust molded rim 
enclosing an armorial, on quadruple leaf-capped scroll feet; 12 in. diam., 
approx; 92 oz. total.
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00
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Lots 321 - 330 

Lot #321: ELKINGTON & CO. SILVER-PLATED AND ETCHED GLASS 
WINE DECANTER 
Shield mark with crowned E & C, the flared bowl with scene of 2 Roman 
chariots within beaded bands, the collar relief-cast with frieze of classical 
athletes, pinecone cluster knop, Greek key fret base; 13 3/4 in. tall.
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00 

Lot #322: PAIR OF ENGLISH SILVER 25TH YEAR JUBILEE CUPS 
HP/LP makers, London, 1977, each with everted lip above 1952-1977 
and crowned EIIR, flanked by, 'Here's a health unto Her Majesty," 3 3/8 
in. tall, 13 oz. combined.
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 350.00 

 

Lot #323: ENGLISH SILVER-PLATED TWO-HANDLED TUREEN AND 
COVER 
With diagonal gadroon rim, foliate cast handles and paw feet; 16 in.
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

 

Lot #324: SET OF 24 GEORG JENSEN HAMMERED SILVER SERVICE 
PLATES 
Numbered 587 over letter c; each with applied rim; 11 in. diam. Each 
plate approx. 22.05 oz.
Estimate: $ 5000.00 - $ 8000.00

Lot #325: ITALIAN RENAISSANCE INLAID AND CARVED WALNUT 
CASSONE 
The hinged top above arcaded front enclosing floral stem-inlaid burrwood 
panels, the base containing a drawer, lion head feet; 28 1/4 x 4 ft. 6 1/4 
in. x 20 3/4 in.
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00
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Lot #326: RENAISSANCE-STYLE CARVED MARBLE PEDESTAL 
The square top on angular shaped shaft carved with foliage and s-scroll 
corners, on chamfered base with cloud band; 30 x 12 1/2 in. *This lot 
will require special handling arrangements and can be viewed at our 
Maple Avenue facility in Claverack during preview hours.*
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00

 

Lot #327: RENAISSANCE-STYLE CARVED GILTWOOD BEDSTEAD 
AND BALDACHINE 
With open arcaded end boards centering a crowned shell rondel and 
griffins and fitted with putto or lion finials, with tiered urn rosette, 
ribbon-entwined branch, entrelac and petal-tip bands, the 3/4 round 
corona-form baldachine with ball and anthemia carving; headboard to 
crest: 5 ft. 10 in. x 44 1/2 x 7 ft. 2 1/2 in., baldachine: 12 1/2 x 18 in.
Estimate: $ 1500.00 - $ 2500.00

 

Lot #328: CONTINENTAL BAROQUE-STYLE IVORY INLAID CABINET 
ON STAND 
Containing an arrangement of drawers centering a door opening to a 
recess and 2 small drawers, the separate stand on octagonal tapered legs 
joined by waved x-stretcher; 43 1/4 x 24 3/4 x 11 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

 

Lot #329: ITALIAN BAROQUE-STYLE PAINTED WALNUT CASSONE 
The hinged lid with hammered wrought iron hinges and lock tongue, the 
case with 2 raised panels flanked by urns, molded base; 24 1/2 x 5 ft. 6 
1/2 in. x 19 3/4 in.
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 900.00

 

Lot #330: CONTINENTAL OAK KAS, 18TH CENTURY 
Approx. 101 3/4 x 87 1/2 x 30 1/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 3000.00 - $ 5000.00
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Lots 331 - 340 

Lot #331: BAROQUE-STYLE BRASS-MOUNTED ETCHED GLASS 
MIRROR 
The beveled plate with ebonized moldings within canted floral-engraved 
border plates overlaid with pierced flower and strapwork band; 44 x 33 
in.
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00 

Lot #332: PAIR OF FLEMISH BAROQUE-STYLE CARVED WALNUT 
ARMCHAIRS 
Each with tapestry upholstered back and seat, on spiral twist and block 
legs joined by h-stretcher; 34 1/4 x 23 in.
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 900.00

 

Lot #333: REGENCE-STYLE CARVED WALNUT CHAIR BACK SETTEE 
AND A PAIR OF FAUTEUILS 
Each cartouche-shape cane back above serpentine seat flanked by s-
scroll arms, on cabriole legs joined by waved x-stretcher; settee: 45 1/2 
in. wide.
Estimate: $ 1500.00 - $ 2500.00

 

Lot #334: PAIR OF LOUIS XV CARVED WALNUT BERGERES 
With flower-carved top rail, padded arms, serpentine seat and cabriole 
legs surmounted by flowers; 35 1/2 x 27 1/2 in.
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 900.00

Lot #335: LOUIS XV-STYLE CARVED GILTWOOD FAUTEUIL 
With serpentine-crested upholstered back and seat and padded arms, on 
shell and leaf-carved cabriole legs; 38 1/2 x 25 in.
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00
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Lot #336: LOUIS XV-STYLE GILT-METAL MOUNTED PARQUETRY-
INLAID COMMODE
Of serpentine outline and bombé contour, the veined marble top above 3 
drawers with diamond lattice panels and foliate cast pulls and keyhole 
escutcheons, the corners with foliate mounts continuing to splayed legs 
ending in sabots; 32 3/4 x 45 1/2 x 21 3/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 2000.00 - $ 3000.00

 

Lot #337: PAIR OF DUTCH ROCOCO MARQUETRY-INLAID SIDE 
CHAIRS 
Each splat with 2 classical figures above a bird perched on flowers in an 
urn, the drop-in seat on urn and flower stem rail and cabriole legs 
ending in claw and ball feet; 43 1/2 x 19 in.
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 900.00

Lot #338: PAIR OF DUTCH ROCOCO CARVED WALNUT AND PARCEL 
GILT SIDE CHAIRS 
Each shaped top rail with gilt foliate encircled open crest, above pierced 
baluster-form splat, the serpentine-fronted drop-in seat above foliate rail 
and shell-carved cabriole legs joined by h-stretcher and ending in claw 
and ball feet; 39 1/2 x 22 in.
Estimate: $ 1000.00 - $ 1500.00

 

Lot #339: TRANSITIONAL-STYLE GILT-METAL-MOUNTED 
PARQUETRY-INLAID KINGWOOD CENTER TABLE 
The circular diamond inlaid top with outset rounded points above a 
frieze applied with Medusa masks, cornucopia, rams and vinework, the 
cabriole legs with ram's heads, spines and foliate sabots; 30 in. tall, 37 
in. diam.
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1000.00

 

Lot #340: PAIR OF LOUIS XVI-STYLE CARVED, PAINTED AND 
PARCEL GILT FAUTEUILS 
Each rectangular padded back within rope-twist border and the arms on 
s-form supports, the seat on round, tapered and fluted legs surmounted 
by paterae; 32 3/4 x 22 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00
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Lots 341 - 350 

Lot #341: PAIR OF LOUIS XVI-STYLE CARVED AND PAINTED 
FAUTEUILS 
Each rectangular padded back within rope-twist border and the arms on 
s-form supports, the seat on round, tapered and fluted legs surmounted 
by paterae; 33 1/2 x 21 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00 

Lot #342: LOUIS XVI BRASS-MOUNTED MAHOGANY SECRETAIRE A 
ABBATTANT FASHIONED AS A SEMAINIERE 
The pierced 3/4-galleried top with white marble panel above a frieze 
drawer and a fall front opening to drawers and a shelf, 3 drawers 
beneath the stop-fluted chamfered corners on turned legs ending in 
toupie feet; 4 ft 4 1/4 in. x 29 1/4 in. x 15 1/4 in.
Estimate: $ 1500.00 - $ 2500.00

 

Lot #343: SET OF SIX LOUIS XVI CARVED GILTWOOD CHAISES 
Each stamped L. Delanois; each curved oval back with husk and ribbon 
twist border and the bowed seat on guilloche rail and stop-fluted legs; 33 
3/4 x 20 3/4 in.
Estimate: $ 5000.00 - $ 8000.00

 

Lot #344: LOUIS XVI-STYLE CARVED, PAINTED AND PARCEL GILT 
OVERMANTLE MIRROR 
The beveled plate within bead and ribbon twist border, surmounted by a 
bow-knotted love trophy; 5 ft. 11 in. x 4 ft. 1 1/2 in.
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

Lot #345: NEOCLASSICAL-STYLE GILT-METAL MOUNTED MARBLE 
PEDESTAL 
The square molded top on shaft with Corinthian cast capital, husk ring 
and octagon on square base; 46 1/2 in. tall, 18 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00
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Lot #346: SET OF SEVEN DIRECTOIRE DINING CARVED, PAINTED 
AND PARCEL GILT CHAIRS 
Each roll-over top rail with raised gilt 1/2-fan above open lyre back, the 
upholstered seat on rails and round, tapered legs surmounted by mons; 
33 3/4 x 18 in.
Estimate: $ 3000.00 - $ 5000.00

 

Lot #347: EMPIRE GILT-METAL-MOUNTED WALNUT CANAPE 
The s-form top rail flanked by graduated roll-over ends on dolphin-
carved or foliate-mounted supports, the seat above rail applied with 
mask head rondel and branches, rounded feet; 34 1/4 x 4 ft. 10 in. x 26 
in.
Estimate: $ 1000.00 - $ 1500.00

Lot #348: EMPIRE MAHOGANY COMMODE WITH MARBLE TOP 
The gray mottled top with chamfered front corners above 4 flat drawers 
with cornucopia-cast key escutcheons, the chamfered corners continuing 
to bracket feet; 37 1/2 x 4 ft. x 21 3/4 in.
Estimate: $ 1500.00 - $ 2500.00

 

Lot #349: EMPIRE-STYLE BRASS-MOUNTED GRAINED WOOD TUB-
BACK FAUTEUIL 
The top rail curving to armrests with lion's-head terminals; the inverted 
d-shape seat on pendant leaf-carved s-scroll legs ending in thimble 
sabots; 30 1/2 x 26 in.
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 900.00

 

Lot #350: EMPIRE-STYLE GILT-BRONZE MOUNTED MAHOGANY 
CENTER TABLE WITH MARBLE TOP 
The circular molded mottled top on shallow frieze with molded lower 
edge, on 3 classical female supports joined by concave side base with 
anthemion and lyre mounts; 30 1/2 in. tall, 38 1/4 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 2000.00 - $ 3000.00
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Lots 351 - 360 

Lot #351: SET OF NINE EMPIRE-STYLE GILT-METAL MOUNTED 
MAHOGANY CHAISES 
Each open x-form back with central rosette, anthemia-applied uprights 
and vinework crest mounts, the bow-fronted cane seat on round, tapered 
legs; 37 1/2 x 14 3/4 in.
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00 

Lot #352: EMPIRE-STYLE GILT-METAL MOUNTED MAHOGANY 
CENTER TABLE 
The circular top above a frieze applied with 3 rosettes, on tripod c-scroll 
legs ending in anthemion-backed ram's heads, concave-sided base and 
bun feet; 29 1/2 in., 37 1/2 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 900.00

 

Lot #353: SWEDISH GILTWOOD PIER MIRROR 
The molded cornice above a carved fan medallion above a 2-part mirror 
plate; 5 ft. 7 in. x 34 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

 

Lot #354: CONTINENTAL PAINTED PINE CABINET ON STAND 
The molded and marbelized breakarch crest above 2 fielded panel doors 
with tulip stems, the stand containing a drawer, on turned legs joined by 
waved x-stretcher; 6 ft. 4 in. x 29 1/2 x 13 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #355: CONTINENTAL MAHOGANY PEDESTAL BASIN STAND 
The molded top with white marble panel above fluted column with door, 
octagonal base; 28 1/4 in. tall, 15 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00
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Lot #356: CONTINENTAL GRAIN PAINTED PINE ARMOIRE 
The molded cornice with chamfered corners above a pair of doors with 
floral urn and figure panels flanked by strapwork and fruit corners, the 
sides with architectural panels; 6 ft. 1 3/4 in. x 5 ft. 5 1/2 in. x 21 1/2 
in.
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1000.00

 

Lot #357: BIEDERMEIER INLAID COMMODE WITH MARBLE TOP 
The white marble top with reeded edge above 2 cross-banded drawers 
with stained wood stringing, the cross banded sides also with stringing, 
on square, tapered legs; 25 1/2 x 42 1/4 x 21 in.
Estimate: $ 1000.00 - $ 1500.00

Lot #358: GERMAN CARVED BLACK WALNUT HALL TREE 
The tree trunk back with mirror and surmounted by a cockatoo with 
glass eyes, the center carved with a mountain goat on rocky ledge, above 
the umbrella holder bar and base; 7 ft. 9 1/2 in. x 24 1/2 in. x 22 in.
Estimate: $ 10,000.00 - $ 15,000.00

 

Lot #359: STEER HORN AND TORTOISESHELL ARMCHAIR 
With shell back and seat with horn armrests and legs; 30 x 29 in.
Estimate: $ 1000.00 - $ 2000.00

 

Lot #360: MOOSE ANTLER-MOUNTED OAK THREE-CHAIR BACK 
SETTEE 
The cane back panels with serpentine crest and applied antlers, antler 
arms joined by triple-paneled cane seat, raised on horn legs; 4 ft. 2 1/2 
in. x 5 ft. 8 in.
Estimate: $ 7000.00 - $ 9000.00
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Lots 361 - 370 

Lot #361: WROUGHT-IRON MOUNTED OAK SCULPTOR'S TURN 
TABLE 
The square top with iron ring centering a turn table, box frieze on flared 
legs joined by box stretcher; top: 23 x 29 1/2 x 29 1/2 in., base: 37 1/2 
x 37 1/2 in.
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00 

Lot #362: FRENCH STEEL-MOUNTED BEECH BUTCHER BLOCK 
TABLE 
Branded "Brevete S.G.D.G. Paris," the shaped pine backboard centering 
a cast iron bulls head, the butcher block above a drawer with brass-drop 
handle, on turned legs; to backboard: 47 3/4 x 42 x 24 in.
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #363: PAIR OF LOUIS XV CARVED BEECH FAUTEUILS 
The cartouche-shape backs with foliate crests and the padded arms on 
voluted supports, the serpentine-fronted seats on cabriole shell-carved 
legs; 36 1/2 x 24 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

 

Lot #364: ART NOUVEAU GILT-METAL MOUNTED ENAMELED SATIN 
GLASS BOX 
Of ovoid-form, the lid with profile head of maiden with strawberries 
entwined in her golden hair, the bowl also with strawberries, on pierced 
tripod feet; 6 1/8 in. tall, 3 5/8 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 100.00 - $ 200.00

 

Lot #365: SIGNED GALLE CAMEO GLASS SMALL VASE 
Of shaped pear-form, cut with pendant berries and foliage in red on a 
cream ground; 4 1/2 in. tall, 3 1/8 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00
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Lot #366: SIGNED GALLÉ CAMEO GLASS SMALL BOAT-FORM BOWL 
Cut with blue to green 4-petal flowers on opaque ground; 2 3/4 x 6 7/8 
x 2 5/8 in..
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #367: SIGNED GALLÉ CAMEO GLASS BUD VASE 
The slender flaring bowl cut with pendant berried leaves in wine red on 
salmon ground; 7 1/2 in. tall, 3 7/8 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

 

Lot #368: DAUM NANCY CAMEO GLASS VASE 
Incised at rim of foot; the flared speckled blue bowl cut with white floral 
stems; 10 in. tall, 2 to 4 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1000.00

Lot #369: TWO TIFFANY FAVRILE GLASS SMALL TABLE ARTICLES 
Each incised L.C.T., comprising a threaded cup with everted lip and 
flared base, and a salt; 1 1/4 to 3 1/4 in. tall, 2 to 2 1/4 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

 

Lot #370: THREE TIFFANY FAVRILE GLASS STEMMED URNS 
Incised L.C.T. and numbered 1648, 1661 and 1663, each shaped tapered 
bowl on swelling stem and circular foot; 6 5/8 in. tall, 3 1/4 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00
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Lots 371 - 380 

Lot #371: LOUIS C. TIFFANY FURNACES, INC. GILT-BRONZE AND 
FAVRILE SHALLOW BOWL 
With stepped textured interior, the everted border cast with shells 
enclosing lapis enamel ovals; fully marked above number 405; 1 1/2 in. 
tall, 10 1/4 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 400.00 

Lot #372: TIFFANY FAVRILE GLASS STEMMED WINES AND 
ANOTHER 
Incised, L.C.T. G917 and L.C.T. F2531; the one with tulip bowl on 
baluster stem and foot, the other with tapered high gloss bowl; 7 1/8 in. 
tall, 2 1/4 in. diam. and 6 3/4 in. tall, 3 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #373: TIFFANY FAVRILE GLASS FINGER BOWL AND STAND 
Incised, L.C.T. Q5640 and Q5719; the bowl with everted lip and swirl 
dimples, the stand with swirls on the underside; 2 3/8 in. tall, 4 3/8 in. 
and 5 3/4 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

 

Lot #374: TIFFANY FAVRILE GLASS SHADE 
Incised L.C.T. Favrile; the ribbed amber iridescent bowl with everted 
octafoil rim; 5 x 4 1/8 in., at socket: 2 1/4 in.
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

 

Lot #375: THREE TIFFANY FAVRILE SMALL TABLE ARTICLES 
Comprising a stemmed cordial incised L.C.T. Favrile, an ovoid vase 
swelling neck, with paper label Tiffany Favrile glass Registered Trade 
Mark and incised L.C. Tiffany Favrile 7356 B., and a thumb press tooth 
pick holder, incised L.C.T.; 1 7/8 in. to 5 7/8 in. tall. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00
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Lot #376: STEUBEN THREADED FUNNEL-SHAPE GLASS 
The tapered bowl entwined by pink threading, circular foot; 6 in. tall, 3 
1/2 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

Lot #377: TWO STEUBEN SIGNED SMALL VASES 
One ovoid with cylindrical neck, incised number 237, the other a pear-
form bud vase, numbered 2891; 2 5/8 in. and 3 7/8 in. tall.
Estimate: $ 100.00 - $ 200.00

 

Lot #378: F. CARDER: STEUBEN AURENE SCENT BOTTLE AND 
STOPPER 
Signed and incised Aurene over 11/14; the slender tapered gold 
iridescent bowl with waisted neck, the stopper with pointed knop and 
satin finish rod; 7 3/4 in. tall. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #379: STEUBEN BLUE AURENE STEMMED COMPOTE 
Incised Aurene above R642; the bowl with slightly inverted lip, swelling 
stem and circular foot; 8 in. tall, 6 in. diam., at base: 4 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 350.00

Lot #380: PAIR OF STEUBEN AURENE GOBLETS AND SMALL BOWL 
Incised Aurene over 2361 or 2655; each bell-form bowl on spiral twist 
stem, the spherical ribbed single bowl with inverted waved rim; 4 5/8 in. 
tall, 2 5/8 in. diam. and 2 1/4 in. tall, 3 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00
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Lots 381 - 390 

Lot #381: TWO STEUBEN BLUE AURENE TABLE ARTICLES 
Comprising of an unsigned cylindrical bud vase on circular foot and a 
small ovoid vase with waisted neck, rubbed Aurene mark on rim of 
underside; 6 in. tall, 2 1/4 in. diam. and 2 5/8 in. tall, 2 3/4 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 400.00 

Lot #382: GILT-DECORATED BURMESE GLASS VASE 
Of flattened pear-form with gilt prunus branches, decorators mark on 
underside; 7 1/2 x 5 1/2 in.
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

Lot #383: WHEELING PEACH BLOW VASE 
The "Morgan" vase with ovoid cased bowl and cylindrical neck, the 
separate pressed amber stand with 5 griffen supports; vase: 7 7/8 in. tall, 
overall: 9 7/8 in. tall, 3 in. diam., stand: 3 3/8 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

 

Lot #384: PEACH BLOW TUMBLER 
Of cylindrical tapered form; 3 3/4 in. tall, 2 7/8 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00
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Lot #385: LABELED MOUNT WASHINGTON BURMESE GLASS BOTTLE 
VASE 
Shading from peach to yellow, torn paper label; 8 in. tall, 4 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #386: BURMESE GLASS CUP AND STAND AND A ROSE BOWL 
The cylindrical tapered bowl with applied c-scroll handle, the stand with 
deep sides, the bowl with inverted 9-lobed rim, shading peach to yellow; 2 
in. to 4 3/4 in. tall, 2 1/2 in. to 4 1/2 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #387: THREE BURMESE GLASS TABLE ARTICLES 
Comprising a cylindrical tumbler, octafoil spherical vase with flared lip 
and an enamel-decorated beaker vase with 5-sided inverted rim, shading 
from peach to yellow; 3 1/4 in. to 3 3/4 in. tall, 2 3/4 in. to 3 1/2 in. 
diam.
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 400.00

 

Lot #388: BURMESE GLASS SMALL JACK-IN-THE-PULPIT VASE 
With ruffled rim, tapered bowl and circular foot, shading from peach to 
yellow; 9 5/8 x 4 3/8 in.
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #389: BURMESE GLASS CUP AND SAUCER 
The cylindrical tapered bowl with applied handle, circular saucer, 
shading peach to yellow; 1 7/8 x 3 7/8 in. (over handle) and 5 1/2 in. 
diam.
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00
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Lot #390: BURMESE GLASS ANGULAR PINCH VASE 
With quatrefoil ruffled rim, shading pink to cream; 4 1/2 x 4 in.
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

To Top 
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Lots 391 - 400 

Lot #391: BURMESE GLASS TRUMPET-FORM VASE 
With trefoil everted rim, shading from peach to yellow; 16 1/4 in. tall, 6 
3/4 in. diam., at base: 5 5/8 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 400.00 

Lot #392: TWO AMBERINA GLASS TABLE ARTICLES 
Comprising a cylindrical tumbler with spiral surface and a tooth pick 
holder with diamond quilted surface and triangular inverted lip, shading 
from cranberry to amber; 3 5/8 in. tall, 2 1/2 in. diam. and 2 1/4 in. tall, 
2 3/4 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 100.00 - $ 200.00

Lot #393: THREE AMBERINA GLASS TABLE ARTICLES 
Comprising a bride's bowl with diagonal fluted bowl and waved everted 
rim, a cup with reeded handle and a small tumbler, each with diamond 
quilted surface, shading from cranberry to amber; 2 1/2 x 2 1/4 in. to 4 x 
7 in.
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

 

Lot #394: SIGNED QUEZAL GLASS BELL-FORM SHADE 
With 5-feathered band in green, tipped in gold on cream ground, amber 
iridescent interior; 6 1/4 in. tall, 4 1/2 in. diam., at socket: 2 1/4 in. 
diam. 
Estimate: $ 100.00 - $ 200.00

 

Lot #395: LOETZ-TYPE STEMMED CONCH SHELL-FORM VASE 
The iridescent spotted shell on clear coral tendrils flaring into base; 6 3/4 
in. tall, 3 1/2 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00
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Lot #396: LOETZ GLASS VASE 
Inscribed Loetz Austria; of squat pear-form with iridescent silvery waves 
on green satin ground; 3 3/4 in. tall, 5 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 400.00

Lot #397: VENETIAN GLASS VASE 
The shaped waisted bowl with vertical blue and white stripes beneath a 
lobed rim, gold speckling; 12 in. tall, 7 1/4 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 150.00 - $ 250.00

Lot #398: FOUR ITALIAN GLASS TABLE ARTICLES 
Comprising an octagonal enamel-decorated stemmed champagne coupe, 
a latticino blue and white stripe bell-form goblet and a latticino pink and 
white stripe finger bowl and stand, gilt highlights; 7 x 4 1/2 in., 8 1/8 x 3 
1/4 in. and 2 7/8 x 7 in.
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

 

Lot #399: GLASS RIBBON BOTTLE VASE 
With peach spiral reeded bowl; 4 7/8 in. tall, 3 3/8 in. diam.
Estimate: $ 100.00 - $ 200.00

Lot #400: ENAMELED GLASS VASE 
Signed Dennis, of swelling angular form with textured surface, wisteria 
blooms and gilt branches; 5 1/4 x 2 3/4 in.
Estimate: $ 100.00 - $ 200.00
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